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Abstract (600 words):
Background
Augmented reality is increasingly being
investigated for its applications to medical
specialties as well as in medical training.
Currently, there is little information about its
applicability to training and care delivery in
the context of emergency medicine.
Objective: The objective of this article is to
review current literature related to
augmented reality applicable to emergency
medicine and its training. Methods:
Through a scoping review utilizing Scopus,
MEDLINE, and Embase databases for
article searches, we identified articles
involving augmented reality that directly
involved emergency medicine or was in an
area of education or clinical care that could
be potentially applied to emergency
medicine. Results: A total of 24 articles
were reviewed in detail and were
categorized into three groups: userenvironment interface, telemedicine and
prehospital care, and education and training.
Conclusions :Through analysis of the
current literature across fields, we were able
to demonstrate that augmented reality has
utility and feasibility in clinical care delivery
in patient care settings, in operating rooms
and inpatient settings, and in education and
training of emergency care providers.
Additionally, we found that the use of
augmented reality for care delivery over
distances is feasible, suggesting a role in
telehealth. Our results from the review of the
literature in emergency medicine and other
specialties reveal that further research into
the uses of augmented reality will have a
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substantial role in changing how emergency
medicine as a specialty will deliver care and
provide education and training.
Importance of Research(200 words):
Since its inception as a specialty, emergency
medicine has continually adapted and
evolved in the way patient care is delivered
as well as in training emergency medicine
providers. From the adaptation and
utilization of point-of-care ultrasound for
procedures and clinical decision making to
the methods in which critical care is
delivered to patients—both in the
prehospital setting and within the emergency
department—emergency medical care has
leveraged technological advances to
improve outcomes for patients . Similarly,
emergency medicine has been an early
adopter for a variety of technology-based
education tools, such as simulation and free
open-access medical education .Augmented
reality and virtual reality are two exciting,
closely related, but fundamentally different
emerging
technologies.
The
central
difference between the two technologies is
that virtual reality is completely immersive:
the headsets must, by necessity, block out
the external world. However, augmented
reality, by design, maintains the user’s
connections with the real world. Augmented
reality synthesizes the virtual and real; like
virtual reality, an augmented reality
experience typically involves a headset
through which you can view a physical
reality that has been augmented or
supplemented
by
computer-generated
sensory input such as sound, video,
graphics, or GPS data . Both augmented
reality and virtual reality are expected to
generate US $90 billion in revenue by 2022 .
Augmented reality in particular has
substantial potential to provide powerful,
contextual, and situated learning experiences
as well as construct new understanding
based upon the user’s interactions with
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virtual objects, which bring underlying data
to life. With various augmented reality
technologies, one has the ability to perform
a wide variety of tasks, including displaying
and manipulating information within one’s
field of view, mapping virtual images to real
objects, and video-conferencing
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Care Centre, Humanitarian Outreach
Initiative (India) and Therapeia holistic
health care.
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